Putting the Party Into Politics

Menu

---

LIBATIONS FOR THE LIBERATED

PRIMARY PUNCH
Beat everybody else to the punchbowl of Democracy and tie one on for America!

ABSENTEE ABSYNTH
Mail that ballot, sip and forget!

CONCESSION SPEECH COCKTAIL
Always includes bitters

---

JUST-APPS FOR ALL

GREEN PARTY GUAC
Enjoy this environmentally sustainable delicacy and ‘advocado’ for locally sourced democracy

WRITE-IN RANGOON
With your choice of filling

HANGING CHAD HUMMUS
Pair this Votomatic delight with pita chips and the results will be chick-pea-licious

---

GERRYMANDERING JELLO
Jiggles more than district lines in a swing state!

FREEDOM ONION DIP
With no ill will to our Francophile Friends, this liberated concoction has it all over its fried potato predecessor

MCCAIN-FeINGOLD MUSHROOM CAPS
There’s no limit to the joy this fungal delight can bring when stuffed with soft money cream cheese

WAG THE DOG WEENIES
No one, not even Hoffman or DeNiro, will be able to distract you from this simmering crock-pot full of saucy joy

TREASONOUS TRUFFLES
Don’t order these!

ALL THE PRESIDENT’S MEATBALLS
You’d break into the DNC for a chance to skewer one of these meat-arbs on a toothpick

BALLOT BOX BURRITOS
Best stuffed with your favorite filling

NON-PARTISAN NACHOS
This delectable mix on a bed of tortilla chips will have you salivating to cross the aisle

MAKE JALAPENOS POP AGAIN
Breaded fried peppers filled with cheese will have you dreaming of a simpler time.

SUFFRAGETTE SALSA
All the ladies in the house will relish the right to dip their chip.

BUFFALO RIGHT AND LEFT WINGS
Made from only the finest bipartisan, free-range birds.

THIS DIP IS YOUR DIP
This dip was made for you and me

TINY HAND TAPAS
Travel size treats you can take to the polls

ELECTORAL COTTAGE CHEESE
A popular dish with old folks and traditionalists. Its existence is sometimes mystifying. Does the salad bar really need cottage cheese?

VOTER FRAUD VERMICELLI
This item has been on the “Vote! Vote! Vote!” menu for decades and no one ever orders it. Not even sure why certain people insist we put it on the menu!